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Huntington’s disease is linked to the insertion of glutamine (Q) in the
protein huntingtin, resulting in polyglutamine (polyQ) expansions
that self-associate to form aggregates. While polyQ aggregation has
been the subject of intense study, a correspondingly thorough un-
derstanding of individual polyQ chains is lacking. Here we demon-
strate a single molecule force-clamp technique that directly probes
the mechanical properties of single polyQ chains. We have made
polyQ constructs of varying lengths that span the length range of
normal and diseased polyQ expansions. Each polyQ construct is
flanked by the I27 titin module, providing a clear mechanical finger-
print of the molecule being pulled. Remarkably, under the application
of force, no extension is observed for any of the polyQ constructs. This
is in direct contrast with the random coil protein PEVK of titin, which
readily extends under force. Our measurements suggest that polyQ
chains form mechanically stable collapsed structures. We test this
hypothesis by disrupting polyQ chains with insertions of proline
residues and find that their mechanical extensibility is sensitive to the
position of the proline interruption. These experiments demonstrate
that polyQ chains collapse to form a heterogeneous ensemble of
conformations that are mechanically resilient. We further use a
heat-annealing molecular dynamics protocol to extensively search
the conformation space and find that polyQ can exist in highly
mechanically stable compact globular conformations. The mechanical
rigidity of these collapsed structures may exceed the functional ability
of eukaryotic proteasomes, resulting in the accumulation of undi-
gested polyQ sequences in vivo.
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Homopolypeptide (HPP) repeats are regions within proteins
that comprise a single tract of a particular amino acid. These

regions exist in a wide variety of proteins with approximately 1.4%
of all proteins containing HPP repeats of n � 6 amino acids (1).
Recent studies have found that while HPP repeats are extremely
rare in prokaryotes, they are very common in eukaryotes (1).
Within eukarya, the most common uninterrupted repeats are
glutamine (Q) and alanine (A). While their role is yet to be
elucidated, uncontrolled genetic expansion of HPP regions has
been shown to lead to the development of serious, debilitating
human diseases (2, 3). Of all HPP repeats characterized to date,
polyglutamine (polyQ) repeats are the most extensively studied. In
particular, Huntington’s disease (HD), an inherited genetic neuro-
logical disorder, has been linked to mutations in the protein
huntingtin that lead to the insertion of many repeats of the amino
acid Q (2). This increase in the number of Q is known as polyQ
expansion and is currently associated with 8 other HPP neurode-
generative diseases (3).

In recent years, there has been a large effort to understand the
functional role of HPP repeats (1) and their relation to human
disease (4–6). However, the role of many HPP repeats remains
obscure and it is likely that numerous diseases remain to be
identified. Strikingly, HPP expansions in diseased proteins are
thought to self associate to form aggregates and postmortem
examinations of HD patients identify large aggregates deposited
within brain neurons (7–9). However, the mechanism of HPP
toxicity remains controversial (1). While much important work has
been done to understand the ensemble properties of HPP aggre-

gation (10–14) a correspondingly thorough understanding of indi-
vidual HPP chains is lacking. Crucially, an understanding of the
molecular properties of single HPP chains is the first step in
characterizing HPP expansion diseases. Interestingly, recent exper-
imental and computational studies have shown that polyQ chains
form collapsed, disordered globules in aqueous solution, suggesting
that water is a poor solvent for this HPP (15–17). However, the
conformational stability of these collapsed structures has not been
investigated to date. In recent years, significant advances have been
made in our understanding of the conformational stability of
proteins and the molecular architecture of transition states of
protein folding by mechanically stretching proteins (18, 19). This
approach has permitted the mechanical characterization of proteins
that acquire a particular native fold and proteins which acquire
random, intrinsically disordered structures (18–24). The next chal-
lenge is to use these techniques to understand the mechanical
properties of HPP chains that do not possess a distinct native fold.

We have developed a strategy to generate an experimental
fingerprint to unambiguously identify and characterize a single
molecule containing specific HPP chains. We use single molecule
force-clamp spectroscopy as a tool to examine the mechanical
properties of a polyprotein under a constant stretching force (19).
Force-clamp trajectories of polyproteins provide a characteristic
staircase-like pattern that serves as a fingerprint of single molecules
in experiments of mechanical unfolding and refolding (19). These
experiments have been successful in probing the mechanical prop-
erties of a range of proteins, such as the Ig protein I27 found in
human cardiac titin (20–22). Stretching a HPP chain would give a
force-clamp trajectory that would be difficult to distinguish as a
mechanical fingerprint and separate from the background of non-
specific interactions which dominate these experiments (22). There-
fore, we have used protein engineering techniques to assemble
chimera polyproteins composed of identical repeats of I27-PP, the
protein I27 linked to a particular polypeptide segment PP. This
experimental design is based on the discovery that the unfolding of
tandem protein modules follows their mechanical stability rather
than their ordering within the protein (20). This engineered chi-
mera, I27-PP, combines the uncertain structure of the polypeptide
segment PP with the well-characterized I27 module, which can be
readily identified by AFM (20). Hence we use the I27 module as an
easily recognizable marker of the boundaries of the polypeptide
segment. The ability to recognize single HPP chains offers a
significant advantage in that the mechanical properties of individual
chains can now be investigated. This level of experimental control
and manipulation would not be possible in standard bulk measure-
ments where the properties of an ensemble of HPP chains are
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characterized. Herein, we use a combination of polyprotein engi-
neering and force-clamp spectroscopy to characterize HPP and
heteropolypeptide chains revealing information on their mechan-
ical properties and providing important insight into this field.

Results and Discussion
In our experiments, we design and construct polyproteins that
display unique mechanical fingerprints. Polyproteins are multido-
main proteins composed of identical repeats of proteins (20). Our
first construct, (I27)3, is a polyprotein containing 3 repeats of the
human cardiac titin Ig domain I27. The I27 protein is ideal for these
experiments given that its mechanical properties have been well-
characterized both experimentally (20–22) and also in silico using
molecular dynamics techniques (23). The use of polyproteins is
essential in that they provide a clear mechanical fingerprint to
distinguish them against a background of spurious interactions and
also provide a larger number of events per recording than otherwise
possible with monomers (22). We measure the mechanical prop-
erties of the (I27)3 polyprotein by applying a constant force along
a well defined direction, the end to end length of the protein. Under
force-clamp conditions, stretching a polyprotein results in a well
defined series of step increases in length, marking the unfolding and
extension of the individual modules in the chain. Stretching a single
(I27)3 polyprotein at a constant force of 180 pN, results in a series
of step increases in length of 24 � 0.4 nm (Fig. 1A). The size of the
observed steps corresponds to the number of amino acids released
by each unfolding event (24). A force-clamp trajectory showing 3
step increases in length (Fig. 1A) corresponds to the mechanical
unfolding of 1 (I27)3 construct. In each of these single molecule
trajectories, before unfolding of the I27 protein occurs, an initial
extension in length (LInitial) is observed. This LInitial is the elongation
of the 3 folded I27 proteins, the ‘‘handles’’ engineered on either side
of the protein to facilitate protein pickup and the ‘‘linkers’’ con-
necting each of the I27 proteins [SI Text and Table S1]. In the
example shown LInitial is approximately 21 nm. A histogram of
LInitial is shown in Fig. 1A for trajectories containing staircases of
3 I27-unfolding events with steps of 24 nm. A Gaussian fit to the
histogram (solid line in Fig. 1A) gives an average LInitial of 13.3 �
7.1 nm. Since the construct has been designed using polyprotein
engineering, we can calculate the expected extension, given that a
folded I27 protein has a contour length LI27 approximately 4.5 nm
(25), the length of 1 aa residue LAA approximately 0.4 nm (24) and
the number of amino acid residues in the handles and linkers NLink
is well-defined (Table S1). Therefore, the contour length of the 3
folded I27 proteins (3 � LI27) and the handles and linkers (NLink�
LAA) is approximately 21.5 nm. Using the worm-like chain (WLC)
model of polymer elasticity (26), we calculate the expected initial
extension, LWLC, at a force of 180 pN. We calculate LWLC for a
range of different persistence lengths, p, (25, 26) (Table S1); when
p � 0.2 nm, LWLC � 18.06 nm, and when p � 2.3 nm, LWLC is 21.07
nm. This allows us to define a region (gray shaded region in Fig. 1A)
that represents the expected initial extension of the construct. We
find that the average measured LInitial (histogram in Fig. 1A) is
slightly lower than that expected LWLC (gray shaded region in Fig.
1A). The close agreement between LInitial and LWLC illustrates the
effectiveness of this experimental tool in directly measuring the
extension of amino acids contained within a polyprotein construct.

To probe the mechanical properties of polypeptide chains that do
not possess a well-defined native fold, we developed this approach
to study polyprotein constructs containing specific polypeptide
segments. In particular, we designed and engineered a polyprotein,
(I27-PEVK), containing the I27 protein in tandem with the random
coil protein PEVK (exon 161) (Materials and Methods). Specifically
the construct is (I27-PEVK-I27-PEVK-I27) (Table S1). The PEVK
domain is found in the giant muscle protein titin and has unknown
secondary structure (27). Previous single molecule studies have
shown that cardiac PEVK acts as an entropic spring with the
properties of a random coil, exhibiting conformations of different

flexibility and no mechanical stability, readily extending under the
application of a mechanical force (28). The I27 proteins in the
(I27-PEVK) construct provide a clear mechanical fingerprint for
their unfolding, with step increases in length of 24 nm (28). Since
the I27 protein and PEVK are constructed in an alternating pattern,
if 3 I27 unfolding events are observed, then 2 PEVK segments must
have been stretched. Using this approach, we can have certainty
that the PEVK segments are stretched and that the mechanical
response of PEVK is represented by the initial extension of the
force-clamp trajectory, before any of the I27 modules unfold (28).
We measured the mechanical properties of (I27-PEVK) by apply-
ing a constant force of 180 pN. Force-clamp trajectories showing 3
step increases in length (Fig. 1B) correspond to the full mechanical
extension of 1 (I27-PEVK) construct (Fig S1). We verify that these
trajectories indeed represent single molecules by measuring the
unfolding rate of the I27 molecules in the (I27-PEVK) construct
(Fig. S2). In each trajectory an initial extension in length (LInitial) is
observed, corresponding to the elongation of the folded I27 pro-
teins, the PEVK segments and the amino acid handles and linkers
in the (I27-PEVK) construct (Table S1). A histogram of LInitial is
shown in Fig. 1B for force-clamp trajectories containing staircases

Fig. 1. A single molecule protocol to probe the mechanical properties of
polypeptide chains (A) We construct the polyprotein (I27)3 containing 3 identical
repeats of the human cardiac titin Ig domain I27. Using force-clamp spectroscopy
we apply a constant force of 180 pN to the construct resulting in a well defined
series of step increases in length, marking the unfolding of each I27 protein in the
chain. Complete extension of the construct is identified by the mechanical fin-
gerprint of 3 step increases in length of 24 nm. An initial extension in length
(LInitial) is observed, corresponding to the elongation of the folded I27 proteins
and the amino acid linkers in the (I27)3 construct. A histogram of LInitial is shown
for all force-clamp trajectories (n � 93) containing 3 I27 unfolding events. A
Gaussian fit to the histogram gives an average LInitial � 13.30 � 7.10 nm, in close
agreement with the expected extension of 3 folded I27 proteins and the linkers
in the construct (gray shaded area) (B) We construct the chimera (I27-PEVK-I27-
PEVK-I27) containing the random coil protein PEVK in tandem with the I27
protein. We measure the mechanical properties by applying a constant force of
180 pN, resulting in a series of step increases in length. Each trajectory contains an
initialextensionLInitial correspondingtotheelongationof thefolded I27proteins,
PEVK and linkers in the construct. A histogram of LInitial is shown for force-clamp
trajectories (n � 106) containing staircases of 3 I27 unfolding events with steps of
24nm.AGaussianfit tothehistogramgivesanaverageLInitial �40.65�17.26nm,
in agreement with the expected extension of 3 folded I27 proteins, PEVK and the
amino acid linkers in the construct (black shaded area).
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of 3 I27-unfolding events with steps of 24 nm. It is apparent that a
distribution of LInitial is measured for the (I27-PEVK) construct
(Fig. 1B), as was measured for the (I27)3 construct (Fig. 1A). This
distribution of LInitial reflects the different attachment points be-
tween the construct and the cantilever tip and substrate (22). A
Gaussian fit to the histogram gives an average LInitial of 40.65 �
17.26 nm. The contour length of the construct includes 3 folded I27
proteins (3 � LI27), handles, and linkers (NLink� LAA) and the
PEVK segments (Table S1). As before, using the WLC model we
calculate the expected initial extension, LWLC for 2 different
persistence lengths (black shaded region in Fig. 1B). For compar-
ison we show the expected initial extension for only the folded I27
proteins and the amino acid handles and linkers (gray shaded region
in Fig. 1B). It is apparent that the histogram of measured Linitial
includes the extension of PEVK segments in the construct. The
close agreement of LInitial with the expected value LWLC demon-
strates the effectiveness of our experimental approach in directly
measuring the extension of a random-coil protein PEVK contained
within a polyprotein construct.

To probe the mechanical properties of HPP chains which do not
possess a well-defined native fold, we used this approach to study
polyprotein constructs containing specific polyQ segments. We
designed and engineered a chimera protein, (I27-Q25), containing
the I27 protein and 25 glutamine residues, Q25 (see Materials and
Methods). Specifically, the construct was (I27-Q25-I27-Q25-I27).
We measured the mechanical properties of (I27-Q25) by applying
a constant force of 180 pN (Fig. 2B). A histogram of LInitial is shown
in Fig. 2B for force-clamp trajectories containing staircases of 3
I27-unfolding events. A Gaussian fit to the histogram gives an
average LInitial of 13.79 � 9.63 nm. The contour length of the 3
folded I27 proteins, the handles, and linkers and the polyQ seg-
ments is approximately 43.1 nm (Table S1). Using the WLC model
we calculate the expected initial extension, LWLC. We find that the
average measured LInitial (histogram in Fig. 2B) is significantly
lower than that expected LWLC (black shaded region in Fig. 2B).
Remarkably, the average measured LInitial is instead close to the
expected extension for only the folded I27 and amino acid handles,
and linkers (gray shaded region in Fig. 2B). These measurements
indicate that the polyQ chains in the (I27-Q25) construct are not
extending under an applied force of 180 pN. This is in direct
contrast with the behavior of the random-coil protein PEVK which
readily extends under an applied force (Fig. 1B). The inextensibility
of the polyQ chains in (I27-Q25) suggests that the HPP chain is
forming highly compact structures which are mechanically resilient
to an applied force of 180 pN. It is worth noting that many proteins
which naturally fold can readily be extended under a constant
applied force of 180 pN or lower; including I27 (21), ubiquitin (29),
protein L (22), protein G (30), and ankryin (31, 32). It is therefore
striking that a HPP, which does not have a well-defined fold, should
exhibit such mechanical resilience.

The number of extra residues in an uncontrolled genetic expan-
sion of HPP regions is thought to be strongly correlated to the age
of onset of a number of diseases (6). To further probe the
mechanical properties of individual polyQ chains we designed
chimera constructs containing different lengths of polyQ chains,
namely (I27-Q15), (I27-Q50), and (I27-Q75) (Table S1). In each
case the polyQ chains were sandwiched between I27 proteins that
provided a clear mechanical fingerprint for the construct in our
force-clamp protocol. We measured the mechanical properties of
each polyQ construct by applying a constant force of 180 pN (Fig.
2 A–D). LInitial is measured for each force-clamp trajectory con-
taining the full mechanical fingerprint of the I27 proteins, 3 I27
steps for (I27-Q50) and (I27-Q75) and 5 I27 steps for (I27-Q15). A
longer construct is necessary for (I27-Q15) due to the shorter length
of NPP � 15 (�6 nm). A histogram of LInitial is shown in Fig. 2 A–D
giving an average LInitial for each construct; Q15 (LInitial � 31.16 �
8.21 nm), Q50 (LInitial � 26.09 � 7.93 nm), and Q75 (LInitial �
20.65 � 6.98 nm). Using the WLC model, we calculate LWLC for the

constructs (Table S1) (28). For all 3 constructs, we find that the
average measured LInitial (histograms in Fig. 2 A–D) are significantly
lower than that expected LWLC (black shaded regions Fig. 2 A–D).
Surprisingly, the average measured LInitial is instead close to the
expected extension for only the folded I27 and the handles and
linkers (gray shaded region in Fig. 2 A–D). These measurements
indicate that polyQ chains, Q15, Q50, and Q75, are not extending
under an applied force of 180 pN (Fig. 2B). It is noteworthy that
LInitial is remarkably similar for all 3 constructs, which is surprising
given the total number of Q amino acids increases from only NPP
� 60 in Q15 to NPP � 150 in Q75 (Table S1). These measurements
suggest that each polyQ chain is forming compact, disordered
structures that are mechanically resilient, yet lack elongated struc-
tures such as �-sheets. Again, this is in direct contrast with the
behavior of the random-coil protein PEVK which readily extends
under an applied force (Fig. 1B). Crucially by combining force-
clamp spectroscopy and polyprotein engineering, we can have
certainty that single polyQ chains are being mechanically extended.
This confidence results from obtaining an unambiguous mechanical
fingerprint for the extension of 1 polyprotein construct (Fig. S1) and
accurately measuring the unfolding rate of the I27 marker proteins
in each construct (Fig. S2). Since the unfolding rate of a construct
is highly sensitive to the way in which the force is distributed
throughout the protein these measurements provide assurance that

Fig. 2. Probing the mechanical properties of homopolypeptide chains. We
construct chimeras containing the I27 protein and polyglutamine chains of dif-
ferent length, namely Q15 (A), Q25 (B) Q50 (C), and Q75 (D). Applying a constant
force of 180 pN, results in a series of step increases in length of 24 nm. We identify
the full mechanical extension of a complete construct by the presence of 3 I27
unfoldingstepsfor theQ25,Q50,andQ75constructsand5 I27unfoldingstepsfor
the Q15 construct (Table S1). We measure the initial extension LInitial for each
trajectory that satisfies these stringent criteria. A histogram of LInitial is shown for
each of the constructs; Q15 (n � 121), Q25 (n � 165), Q50 (n � 100), and Q75 (n �
149). A Gaussian fit to the histograms (solid line) gives an average LInitial for each
construct Q15 (LInitial � 31.16 � 8.21 nm), Q25 (LInitial � 13.79 � 9.63 nm), Q50
(LInitial � 26.09 � 7.93 nm), Q75 (LInitial � 20.65 � 6.98 nm), (QP)24 (LInitial � 42.3.1 �
9.63 nm), and (Q11P)4 (LInitial � 70.00 � 12.39 nm). For all polyglutamine chains,
the measured LInitial is significantly shorter than that expected for full extension
of the construct (black shaded area). Instead LInitial is in close agreement with the
expected length extension of only the folded I27 proteins and linkers (gray
shaded area).
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the mechanical properties of single molecules are measured. We
propose that the inextensibility of single polyQ chains is due to the
formation of compact and highly stable conformations. The pres-
ence of these conformations is independent of the number of Q in
the chain, within the range NPP � 15 to 75. Therefore, while the
number of Q is thought to correlate with age of onset in diseases,
individual chains which span the length range of normal and
diseased HPP proteins show no apparent evidence for a change in
their mechanical properties.

Interestingly, the observation of collapsed structures in HPP
chains is not inconsistent with earlier experimental and theoretical
studies (15–17, 33, 34). In particular, previous fluorescence corre-
lation spectroscopy studies have demonstrated that polyQ chains of
lengths n � 15–55 form collapsed, disordered globules in aqueous
solution (15). Furthermore, computational studies have shown that
collapsed polyQ globules are disordered and their dynamics of their
conformational relaxation has signatures of glassy behavior (16, 17).
However, in addition to collapsed structures, molecular dynamics
simulations on monomeric polyQ have identified a wide range of
different structures including; random coils (35), �-helices (35, 36),
steric zipper motifs (37) and collapsed �-sheet structures (37). To
gain insight into the relation between polyQ’s molecular architec-
ture and its observed extreme mechanical stability we use heat
annealing (38, 39) to extensively search the conformation space of
polyQ. Since in our AFM experiments an extended polyQ state was
never observed (Fig. 2) we constrained the end-to-end length of the
polyQ chains (of length NPP � 25) to be small in a heat annealing
protocol and then ran steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simula-
tions (23) on the annealed conformations. Interestingly, we found
that the end-to-end distance constraint is unnecessary since heat
annealing of unconstrained chains generated similar collapsed
conformations to the constrained systems. The SMD simulations
involve the application of external forces to polyQ chains by pulling
their terminal residues in opposite directions (see SI Text for
details), and complement the AFM observations by providing a
detailed atomic picture of stretching and unfolding of individual
protein domains (23). Thus we performed simulations of polyQ
chains of length NPP � 25 with and without end-to-end length
constraints by first heating the chains to a high temperature and
then annealing (38, 39) them to obtain 10,000 collapsed structures
(Fig. 3). Each collapsed structure was then pulled at a constant rate
to trigger unraveling (see SI Text). In the majority of annealed
structures generated from both constrained and unconstrained
simulations the 2 terminal residues were found to be hydrogen
bonded to each other. Upon pulling, we measured a wide range of
unraveling forces for the ensemble of collapsed structures. Inter-
estingly, a number of these configurations exhibited very high
mechanical stability with rupture forces of more than 900 pN and
up to 1,500 pN (Figs. 3B and Fig. S3). Significantly, these forces are
much higher than that required for the unfolding of I27, using the
same SMD procedure (see SI Text for detail), and many other
proteins (19). Remarkably, these representative structures all share
similar structural and mechanical characteristics (Fig. 3B). Upon
close examination of the force induced unraveling of these me-
chanically resilient structures we find that up to 17 hydrogen bonds
must be ruptured before unraveling occurs (Figs. 3C and Fig. S4).
Furthermore, each structure exhibits a high propensity for multiple
hydrogen bonds between and around the N and C termini of the
collapsed polyQ chain (Fig. 3C). Given that a protein such as I27
easily unfolds at a pulling force of 180 pN and 6 key hydrogen bonds
are broken (23) we can speculate that the simultaneous rupture of
a greater number of hydrogen bonds would require a higher rupture
force, as indeed seems to be the case. By using a heat annealing
approach, a wide region of conformational space has thus been
extensively probed. While only a fraction of the configurations
possess high mechanical resilience, it is likely that with time this
population of mechanically resilient structures would increase as
the collapsed ensemble evolved toward more stable structures.

Indeed, future studies using SMD simulations for extended equil-
ibration times will probe the evolution of the ensemble of collapsed
polyQ structures. More significantly, the plausible structures ob-
tained from SMD simulations of polyQ in water (Fig. 3B) and the
high mechanical stability shared by these structures provide support
for the existence of compact mechanically resilient structures.

To test whether mechanical resilience is a unique property of
HPP chains containing Q we designed and engineered a construct
containing a different HPP sequence. We made the chimera
construct (I27-A25), containing both I27 and 25 alanine residues
(see Materials and Methods), an amino acid that is also been linked
to HPP expansion diseases (40). Interestingly, force-clamp mea-
surements demonstrate polyalanine chains, also form compact
structures which are insensitive to an applied force of 180 pN (Fig.
S5). These measurements suggest that mechanical resilience may be
a common feature of HPP chains, in contrast with heteropolypep-
tide chains such as PEVK. To test this hypothesis, we made
constructs with polypeptide segments containing Q repeats inter-
rupted by proline residues [I27-(QP)24] and [I27-(Q11P)4] (Table
S1). Importantly, these constructs are similar in length to the HPP
segment in the (I27-Q50) construct allowing us to directly compare
HPP and heteropolypeptide chains of similar length (SI Text; Fig.
4). We measured the mechanical properties of these constructs by
applying a constant force of 180 pN (Fig. 4 B and C). A histogram
of LInitial is shown in Fig. 4 B and C with an average LInitial of
42.3.1 � 9.63 nm for [I27-(QP)24] and 70.1 � 9.63 nm for [I27-
(Q11P)4]. Upon the addition of prolines within the polyQ chain the
mechanical extensibility of the chain changes significantly. Inter-
estingly, the mechanical extensibility is very sensitive to the position
of the proline interruption within the chain (Fig. 4 B and C and Fig.
S6). While interrupting the polyQ chain with alternating proline
residues increases the mechanical extensibility marginally (Fig. 4B),
interrupting polyQ after 11 Q repeats modifies the mechanical
extensibility significantly (Fig. 4C).

We propose that the inextensibility of HPP chains results from
the formation of an ensemble of collapsed and mechanically
resilient structures. This extreme mechanical resilience may be a

Fig. 3. Representative structures of polyglutamine chains display extreme
mechanical stability (A) SMD simulations provide a detailed atomic picture of
stretching individual polyQ chains. In the simulations, polyQ chains of length
NPP � 25 were first heated to a high temperature and then heat annealed to
obtain collapsed structures. Each collapsed structure (N �10,000) was then pulled
at a constant rate to trigger unraveling (see SI Text). Upon pulling, a number of
configurations exhibit very high mechanical stability with rupture forces of more
than 900 pN. Examples of these mechanically resilient structures are shown in (B
and C) Upon close examination of the force induced unraveling of these mechan-
ically resilient structures we find that a large number of hydrogen bonds must
rupture simultaneously before unraveling occurs.
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common feature of HPP chains, in contrast with heteropolypeptide
chains, such as PEVK and Q11P. To test this hypothesis, we make
use of a force protocol that greatly extends the force range with
which we probe the HPP chains (41). We used a force-ramp
protocol to apply a linearly increasing force to the (I27-Q50)
construct. In this force protocol we ramp the force from 0 pN to
1,000 pN over a time period of 15 s. Extension of the (I27-Q50)
construct was identified by the presence of 3 I27 unfolding steps in
the length trajectory (Fig. 5). Unfolding of the I27 protein occurred
between a force of 150 pN and 200 pN, in accord with the known
mechanical properties of this protein (20). Using this protocol,
extension of the polyQ chain would be identified by a marked
increase in length of approximately 40 nm (NPP � 100, LAA � 0.4
nm). We measured the final extension (blue horizontal arrow in Fig.
5) of the (I27-Q50) construct for each trajectory where the full I27
unfolding fingerprint could be identified. The average final exten-
sion 116 nm was much lower than that expected for the complete
extension of 3 unfolded I27 proteins (89 amino acids � LAA), the
glutamines (NPP� LAA) and the linkers (NLink� LAA) (solid black
line). Instead, the final extension was in close agreement with the
extension of only the unfolded I27 proteins and linkers (118 nm).
Thus, no evidence for the extension of the polyQ chain was
observed, even at forces as high as 800 pN, suggesting that the polyQ
chains possess extreme mechanical stability. These results support
the view that HPP chains display extreme mechanical resilience
under the application of a high force. The behavior of a disordered
globule under a stretching force has previously been addressed
theoretically and numerically (42–46). These studies demonstrated
that stretching of globular polymers shares some similarities with a
first order transition that corresponds to the ‘bursting’ of the

collapsed globule. In particular, below a critical applied force the
globule remains compact, while above a critical applied force
the globule unwinds into a stretched chain. Interestingly, one recent
model for unwinding globules under tension (44) yields a critical
force of approximately 46 pN for a chain of 50 monomers, a value
far below the experimentally measured value of 800 pN we find for
a polyQ chain of length n � 50.

What properties of a polypeptide chain determine its ability to
form stable collapsed structures that are mechanically resilient? In
the case of heteropolypeptide chains 2 different scenarios have now
been identified. In the first case, some sequences such as PEVK and
Q11P form disordered collapsed structures which exhibit no me-
chanical stability (28). In the second case, proteins which fold such
as I27, form an ensemble of collapsed structures exhibiting weak
mechanical stability which then progress to a well-defined native
fold that is more mechanically stable (47). These initial minimum
energy collapsed structures (MECS) are thought to play a key role
in reducing the dimensionality of the search for the native basin for
a folding protein (47–50). The existence of MECS may be a general
feature of proteins that are naturally designed through evolution to
fold on biological timescales (48). Indeed, recent experiments have
demonstrated the existence of MECS in the proteins ubiquitin and
I27 and the key role they play in allowing the protein to reach a
well-defined and functional native conformation (47). While the
existence of MECS has long been predicted for folding proteins and
hetereopolymers (49, 50) the structures we have identified for HPP
chains of polyQ and polyA are clearly distinct. These HPP collapsed
structures are very compact (Fig. 2) and exhibit extreme mechanical
stability (Fig. 5). Furthermore, these structures do not appear to
progress toward a well-defined native fold (Fig. 3B). Instead, these

Fig. 4. Probing the mechanical properties of heteropolypeptide chains. We
construct chimeras containing the I27 protein and a heteropolypeptide chain
containing glutamines interrupted by a proline residues, namely [I27-(QP)24] and
[I27-(Q11P)4] (Table S1). Using force-clamp spectroscopy we apply a constant
force of 180 pN along the end to end length of the constructs. We identify the full
mechanical extension of a complete construct by the presence of 3 I27 unfolding
steps for the (QP)24 and (Q11P)4 constructs (Table S1) where each I27 unfolding
step is 24 nm in length. We measure the initial extension LInitial for each trajectory
that satisfies these stringent criteria. A histogram of LInitial is shown for each of the
constructs; (A) Q50 (n � 100) for comparison, (B) (QP)24 (n � 108), and (C) (Q11P)4
(n � 133). A Gaussian fit to the histograms (solid line) gives an average LInitial for
each construct (QP)24 (LInitial � 42.3.1 � 9.63 nm) and (Q11P)4 (LInitial � 70.00 �
12.39 nm). The measured LInitial for the heteropolpeptide chain Q11P, is in agree-
ment with the full extension of the folded I27 proteins, polypeptides, and linkers.
Interestingly, LInitial for the (QP)24 construct lies between the gray and black
shaded areas.

Fig. 5. Homopolypeptide chains display extreme mechanical resilience under
the application of a high force (A) To further examine the mechanical properties
of the polyglutamine chain we extended the force regime with which we probed
the system. We used a force-ramp protocol to apply a linearly increasing force to
the(I27-Q50)construct. In this forceprotocolweramptheforcefrom0pNto1000
pN over a time period of 15 seconds. Extension of the (I27-Q50) construct was
identified by the presence of 3 I27-unfolding steps in the length trajectory.
Unfolding of the I27 protein occurred between a force of 150 pN and 200 pN, in
accord with the known mechanical properties of this protein. Using this protocol,
extension of the polyglutamine chain would be identified by a marked increase
in length of approximately 40 nm (NPP x LAA) (B) We measured the final extension
of the (I27-Q50) construct for each trajectory where the full I27-unfolding fin-
gerprint could be identified. The average final extension approximately116 nm
was much lower than that expected for the complete extension of 3 unfolded I27
proteins (89 � LAA), 100 glutamines (NPP� LAA) and the linkers (NLink� LAA) (solid
black line). Instead, thefinalextensionwas incloseagreementwiththeextension
of only the unfolded I27 proteins and linkers. Thus, no evidence for the extension
of the polyglutamine chain was observed, even at force as high as 800 pN
suggesting that the polyglutamine chains possess extreme mechanical stability.
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collapsed structures may represent the lowest energy structures for
these molecules. Significantly, the number of structures in this
ensemble and their relative stability are thought to be sensitive to
the properties of the amino acids in the polypeptide chain. In
particular, polar polypeptide chains are predicted to have a signif-
icantly higher number of MECS than non-polar chains (48), and
HPP chains are predicted to have more stable collapsed structures
than heteropolypeptide chains (51). Furthermore, recent analysis of
order parameters derived from theories for flexible polymers has
shown that water is a poor solvent for generic polypeptide back-
bones suggesting that backbone-solvent interactions are a crucial
determinant of the conformational ensemble (52). From an evo-
lutionary point of view, these highly stable MECS may not have
evolved efficiently. Indeed, it has been found that while HPPs are
extremely rare in prokaryotes, several eukaryote putative homologs
of prokaryote proteins containing HPP’s retain the repetitive
region, suggesting an ancient origin for certain repeats (1). A recent
global genome survey has identified that the majority of eukaryote
proteins which contain HPP repeats perform roles in processes that
require the assembly of large multiprotein or protein/nucleic acid
complexes (1). The observation that HPP chains form collapsed
structures that are mechanical resilient suggests that mechanical
stability may have an important role in these assembly processes

(53). Indeed, it is interesting to consider what physiological force or
conditions could lead to the unraveling of HPP chains. A recent
study has shown that eukaryotic proteasomes cannot digest polyQ
sequences and instead releases them during degradation of polyQ
containing proteins (54, 55). This inability to digest polyQ se-
quences may reflect the inextensibility of these highly stable MECS
in vivo. One could speculate that with time the accumulation of
unsuccessfully degraded polyQ leads to aggregation and the accu-
mulation of larger deposits within brain neurons (7–9).

Materials and Methods
Protein Engineering and Purification. The details of the I27 (20) and PEVK (28)
polyprotein engineering and purification have been reported previously. For the
I27 and polypeptide segments chimera constructs we used successive cloning in
pT7Blue vectors and then expressed the gene using vector pQE80L in Escherichia
coli strain BLR(DE3).

Single Molecule-force Spectroscopy. We used a custom-built atomic force mi-
croscope equipped with a PicoCube P363.3-CD piezoelectric translator (Physik
Instrumente) controlled by an analog PID feedback system that has been de-
scribed previously (29).
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